Our Services Make Governing Easier.

Are meetings dragging on for too long? Do constituents not feel heard? Are people overwhelmed by the complexity of a decision? Our tech services makes governing easier on everyone.

Learn more: SocietyLibrary.org/services
Tackle Big Decisions
bit by bit with our easy, evidence-based decision-making tools.

The Process:

1. We collect information from all stakeholders for you: from academics to activists, email chains to audio files.

2. We create a simple decision-making model which breaks down every point of consideration in a decision.

3. You make the easiest, most informed, logical, and unbiased decision of your career using a quick micro-vote, pro/con check-list tool.

"You did such an incredible job demonstrating just how complex this issue was - and simplifying it. Thank you."

MARTY SULLIVAN, CITY COMMISSIONER

We serve:
- Councils
- Boards
- Legislators
- Committees

at all levels of government.

We provide:
Simple, flexible decision making tools in almost any format you'd like to request.
Who Are We?

We do many things, including serve public servants. We use logic, AI, and rigorous research to help everyone make better decisions.

Contact Us:
Contact@SocietyLibrary.com

Learn More:
SocietyLibrary.com/services

Make more informed, logical, inclusive, and unbiased decisions in a way in which everyone feels heard and you save time. Book our services now.